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AbstratNowadays, Linguisti Modeling (LM) is on-sidered to be one of the most important ar-eas of appliation for Fuzzy Logi. It is a-omplished by desriptive Fuzzy Rule-BasedSystems (FRBSs), whose most interestingfeature is the interpolative reasoning theydevelop. This harateristi plays a key rolein the high performane of FRBSs and is aonsequene of the ooperation among thefuzzy rules involved in the FRBS.A large quantity of automati tehniques hasbeen proposed to generate these fuzzy rulesfrom numerial data. One of the most in-teresting families of tehniques, due to itssimpliity and quikness, is the ad ho data-driven methods. However, its main draw-bak is the ooperation among the ruleswhih is not suitably onsidered.With the aim of faing up this drawbak,whih makes the obtained models not tobe as aurate as desired, a new approahto improve the performane obtaining moreooperative rules is introdued in this pa-per. Following this approah, a onrete LMmethod based on one of the most knownand widely used ad ho data-driven meth-ods, the Wang and Mendel's method, is alsopresented. Its operation mode is omposedof two stages: generation of the andidaterule set and ombinatorial searh of the ruleset with best ooperation. Its behavior inthe solving of two di�erent appliations willalso be shown.Keywords: Linguisti system models,fuzzy rule-based systems, learning, oopera-tive linguisti rules, simulated annealing1This researh has been supported by CICYT underprojet PB98-1319.

1 IntrodutionAt present, one of the most important areas forthe appliation of Fuzzy Set Theory as developedby Zadeh in 1965 [17℄ are Fuzzy Rule-Based Sys-tems (FRBSs). These kinds of systems onstitutean extension of lassial Rule-Based Systems, be-ause they deal with fuzzy rules instead of las-sial logi rules. Thanks to this, they have beensuessfully applied to a wide range of problemsfrom di�erent areas presenting unertainty andvagueness in di�erent ways [1, 6, 10, 16℄. One ofthe most important appliations of FRBSs is sys-tem modeling [1, 10℄, whih in this �eld may beonsidered as an approah used to model a sys-tem making use of a desriptive language basedon Fuzzy Logi with fuzzy prediates [11℄. Inthis framework, one of the most important ar-eas is Linguisti Modeling (LM), where the in-terpretability of the obtained model is the mainrequirement.A typial FRBS is omposed of two main ompo-nents: the Knowledge Base (KB) and the Infer-ene System. The KB |omposed of Data Base(DB) and Rule Base (RB)| stores the availableknowledge about the problem in the form of lin-guisti \IF-THEN" rules. The Inferene Systemputs into e�et the inferene proess on the sys-tem inputs making use of the information storedin the KB.Several tasks have to be performed in order todesign an FRBS for a onrete appliation. Oneof the most important and diÆult ones is to ob-tain an appropriate KB about the problem beingsolved. The diÆulty presented by the humanexperts to express their knowledge in the form



of fuzzy rules has made researhers develop auto-mati tehniques for performing this task.In this sense, a large quantity of methods has beenproposed for automatially generating fuzzy rulesfrom numerial data. Usually they make use ofomplex rule generation mehanisms suh as neu-ral networks [7, 8℄, geneti algorithms [3, 4, 12℄,fuzzy lustering [2, 15℄, et. Opposite to them,a family of eÆient and simple methods, alled\Ad Ho Data-Driven Methods", has been pro-posed in the literature [1, 9, 14℄. Under this name,those methods are olleted whih are based onproesses where the learning of the fuzzy rules isguided by overing riteria of the data in the ex-ample set. The way to address this proess annot be inluded in any well-known optimizationor searhing tehnique but it is spei�ally devel-oped for this purpose. They are haraterized bybeing methods based on a short time-onsumingiterative proedure.The advantages of the ad ho data-driven meth-ods are lear. On the one hand, their simpliitymakes them be easily understandable and imple-mentable. On the other hand, and thanks to itsquikness, they are very suitable to be used as a�rst stage of the modeling proess to obtain a pre-liminary fuzzy model, whih an be subsequentlyre�ned by other methods.One of the most known and widely used ad hodata-driven methods is the Wang and Mendel'smethod (WM-method) [14℄. Although its highperformane has been learly demonstrated, ithas a problem related to the way of seleting therules: the method looks for the rules with the bestindividual performane. This sometimes ausesKBs with a low degree of auray to be obtainedthat, due to the interpolative reasoning developedby FRBSs, make the results not to be as aurateas desired.In order to fae up this problem, we propose amodi�ation of the WM-method to improve therule ooperation and thus the auray of the ob-tained models. Basially, our proposal involvesperforming a searh in the set of andidate rulesto �nd the ombination of them that obtain thebest auray jointly, even though the rules arenot individually the best in their fuzzy input sub-spaes.

To do so, the paper is organized as follows. In Se-tion 2, the WM-method will be explained and itsdrawbaks will be analyzed. Setion 3 will showthe approah proposed to improve the aurayby means of more ooperative rules. In Setion 4,a method based on the WM-method following theooperative approah will be proposed to fae upthe mentioned drawbaks. In Setion 5, the be-havior of the new proess, ompared with WM-method and Nozaki et al.'s method [9℄, will beanalyzed in two di�erent appliations, the fuzzymodeling of a simple three-dimensional funtionand the problem of rie taste evaluation. Fi-nally, in Setion 6 some onluding remarks willbe pointed out.2 Wang and Mendel's MethodThe ad ho data-driven RB generation proessproposed by Wang and Mendel in [14℄ has beenwidely known beause of its simpliity and goodperformane. It is based on working with aninput-output data set E = fe1; : : : ; epg, el =(xl1; : : : ; xln; yl), representing the behavior of theproblem being solved, using a previous de�nitionof the DB omposed of the input and output pri-mary fuzzy partitions.The generation of the RB is put into e�et bymeans of the following steps:1. Consider a fuzzy partition of the input vari-able spaes: It may be obtained from the expertinformation (if it is available) or by a normaliza-tion proess. If the latter is the ase, performa fuzzy partition of the input variable spaesdividing eah universe of disourse into a num-ber of equal or unequal partitions, selet a kindof membership funtion and assign one fuzzyset to eah subspae. In our ase, we will workwith symmetrial fuzzy partitions of triangularmembership funtions (see Figure 1).2. Generate a andidate linguisti rule set: Thisset will be formed by the rule best overing eahexample (input-output data pair) ontained inE. Thus, p andidate linguisti rules will be ob-tained. The struture of these rules is obtainedby taking a spei� example, i.e., an n + 1-dimensional real array (n input and 1 output
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Figure 1: Graphial representation of a uniformfuzzy partitionvalues), and setting eah one of the variables tothe linguisti label (assoiated fuzzy set) bestovering every array omponent.3. Give an importane degree to eah rule: LetRl = IF x1 is A1 and . . . and xn is An THENy is B be the linguisti rule generated from theexample el, l = 1; : : : ; p. The importane de-gree assoiated to it will be obtained as follows:G(Rl) = �A1(xl1) � : : : � �An(xln) � �B(yl) :4. Obtain a �nal RB from the andidate linguis-ti rule set: To do so, the p andidate rules are�rst grouped in g di�erent groups, eah one ofthem omposed of all the andidate rules pre-senting the same anteedent. We will note byRij the j-th rule in the i-th group. To om-pose the �nal RB, the rule with the highestimportane degree is hosen in eah group i,i = 1; : : : ; g. Hene, g will be both the num-ber of di�erent anteedent ombinations in theandidate rule set and the number of linguistirules in the �nal RB generated.The good behavior of the WM-method has beenlearly demonstrated. However, sometimes themethod does not perform as good as desired. Itis due to a problem related to the way in whihthe rules are seleted.One of the most interesting features of a FRBS isthe interpolative reasoning it develops. This har-ateristi plays a key role in the high performaneof FRBSs and is a onsequene of the ooperationamong the fuzzy rules omposing the KB. As it isknown, the output obtained from a FRBS is notusually due to a single fuzzy rule but to the o-operative ation of several fuzzy rules that havebeen �red beause they math the system inputto any degree.

However, the operation mode followed by WM-method is to braket the example data set intofuzzy subspaes (the anteedent ombinationsmentioned in step 4 of the algorithm) aordingto the overing degree, and to obtain afterwardsthe rule with the best performane in eah sub-spae. Therefore, the global interation amongthe rules of the KB is not onsidered. This ausesthe �nally obtained rule set, in spite of presentinga good loal behavior, not to ooperate suitably.Moreover, the fat of loally proessing these rulesmakes the method be more sensitive to noise.A proposal modifying the WM-method to inludeooperation in the generated RB will be presentedin Setion 4. Previously, the approah followedby this proposal to indue ooperation among thefuzzy rules will be explained in the next Setion.3 A New Approah to Improve theAuray Obtaining MoreCooperative RulesWith the aim of addressing the drawbaks pre-sented by the WM-method, a new approah toimprove the auray obtaining best ooperationamong the rules is proposed: the CooperativeRules (COR) approah.To do so, a Combinatorial Searh of CooperativeRules is performed over the set of andidate rulesto �nd the rule set best ooperating. Instead ofseleting the onsequent with the highest impor-tane degree in eah subspae like WM-methoddoes, the COR approah onsiders the possibil-ity of using another onsequent di�erent from thebest one, when it allows the FRBS to be moreaurate thanks to having a KB with best oop-eration. To do so, COR performs a ombinatorialsearh among the andidate rules looking for theset of onsequents with the best auray.In order to perform this ombinatorial searh, anexpliit enumeration or an approximate tehniquean be onsidered:� The �rst one aomplishes a full searhthrough the set of possible ombinations. Al-though with this tehnique we ensure the ob-taining of the best solution, it may take along time or simply be unapproahable in



terms of run time, when there is a greatnumber of ombinations. Therefore, thistehnique is only reommended in on�nedspaes.� On the other hand, when the use of an ex-pliit enumeration is not possible, an approx-imate tehnique is needed. Any searh teh-nique an be used. However, sine one of themain advantages of the ad ho data-drivenmethods is their ability to �nd good fuzzymodels quikly, the searh tehnique shouldalso be quik. We propose to use the Sim-ulated Annealing (SA) tehnique sine it iseasily implementable and it �nds good solu-tions quikly.SA is a numerial optimization tehniquebased on the analogy with the physial an-nealing proess of solids [13℄. The SA-based algorithm begins with an initial solu-tion and generates a neighbor of this solu-tion by means of a suitable mehanism. Ifthe adaptation of the latter is better thanthe former, the urrent solution is replaedby the generated neighbor; otherwise, thisreplaement is aomplished with a spei�probability that will be dereased during thealgorithm progress. This proess is iterateda large number of times.Following the COR approah, an spei� methodbased on the WM-method will be presented in thenext Setion.4 A Proposal Based on the Wang andMendel's Method Following theCooperative Rules ApproahIn this Setion, a modi�ation of WM-methodfollowing the presented philosophy is intro-dued: the WM-based COR-method (COR-WM-method). It is omposed of two stages: in the �rstone, the set of andidate rules is obtained (in theusual WM-method way); in the seond one, theset of rules with the best ooperation is obtainedby means of a SA tehnique.The algorithm is made up of the following steps:1. Consider a fuzzy partition of the variablespaes obtained from the expert information (if

it is available) or by a normalization proess, asshown in step 1 of the WM-method.2. Generate a andidate linguisti rule set fromthe examples like in step 2 of the WM-method.3. Group the obtained rules aording to the an-teedent ombinations, whih is equivalent toapplying the �rst part of step 4 in the WM-method, and selet the possible onsequentvalues for eah one of them. To do so,the onsequents Bij of the andidate linguistirules Rij are analyzed and g di�erent possibleonsequent term sets Si, i = 1; : : : ; g, are ob-tained by taking only the di�erent ones in eahgroup. From now on, the l-th member of Siwill be noted by il.4. Run the SA-based algorithm to look for theombination f1l1 ; : : : ; glgg with the best degreeof auray. The initial solution is obtained bygenerating a possible ombination at random.The neighbor generation mehanism randomlyselets a spei� s 2 f1; : : : ; gg and hangessls by sl0s = fs1; : : : ; sls�1; sls+1; : : : ; sjSsjg. Toevaluate the quality of eah solution, an in-dex measuring the ooperation degree of theenoded rule set is onsidered. In this ase,the algorithm uses a global error funtion alledmean square error (MSE), whih de�ned asMSE = 12 �N NXi=1(y0i � yi)2 ;with N being the data set size, y0 being theoutput obtained from the FRBS, and y beingthe known desired output. The loser to zerothe measure is, the greater the performane isand, thus, the better the rule ooperation is.5 Experimental StudyIn order to analyze the behavior of the proposedproess, we have hosen two di�erent applia-tions: the fuzzy modeling of a three-dimensionalfuntion, and the problem of rie taste evaluation,proposed in [9℄. In both ases, we will omparethe auray of the linguisti models generatedfrom our proess with the ones designed by meansof the WM-method and the Nozaki et al.'s method(N-method) [9℄.



An initial DB onstituted by a primary fuzzy par-tition for eah variable will be onsidered in eahase. Every partition is formed by seven linguis-ti terms for the three-dimensional funtion, andthree linguisti terms for the rie taste evalua-tion problem, with triangular-shaped equally dis-tributed fuzzy sets giving meaning to them (asshown in Figure 1), and the appropriate salingfators to translate the generi universe of dis-ourse into the one assoiated with eah problemvariable.As regards the FRBS reasoning method used, wehave seleted the minimum t-norm playing therole of the impliation and onjuntive operators,and the enter of gravity weighted by the mathingstrategy ating as the defuzzi�ation operator [5℄.5.1 Fuzzy modeling of a simplethree-dimensional funtionFor this �rst experiment, a simple unimodalthree-dimensional mathematial funtion (seeFigure 2) is onsidered to be modeled. The math-ematial funtion and the variable universes ofdisourse are the following:F (x1; x2) = x21 + x22x1; x2 2 [�5; 5℄; F (x1; x2) 2 [0; 50℄ .
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Figure 2: Graphial representation of the three-dimensional funtion FA training data set uniformly distributed in thethree-dimensional de�nition spae has been ob-tained experimentally. In this way, a set with1681 values has been generated taking 41 valuesfor eah one of the two input variables onsideredto be uniformly distributed in their intervals. An-other data set has been generated for its use as

test set to evaluate the performane of the learn-ing method, avoiding any possible bias related tothe data in the training set. The size of this dataset (168) is ten perent of the training set one.The data is obtained generating the input vari-able values at random in the onrete universesof disourse for eah of them, and omputing theassoiated output variable value.The results obtained by the three methods on-sidered are olleted in Table 1, where #R standsfor the number of rules, and MSEtra and MSEtstfor the values obtained over the training and testdata sets respetively. The best results are shownin boldfae.Table 1: Results obtained modeling FMethod #R MSEtra MSEtstWM-method 49 2.048137 2.255928N-method 98 2.465487 1.768125COR-WM-method 49 1.605482 1.132797Analyzing these results, we may note the good be-havior presented by our COR-WM-method. Thelinguisti model generated from it learly outper-forms the ones designed by the other two meth-ods. Compared with WM-method, a signi�antlymore aurate model is obtained thanks to the o-operative rule onsideration. Of ourse, the samenumber of rules is generated. Opposite to N-method, moreover of improving the performaneto a high degree, the model obtained by our pro-ess presents a very muh simpler KB (49 rulesagainst 98), whih is a very important aspet inLM where the interpretability is the main require-ment.5.2 Rie taste evaluationSubjetive quali�ation of food taste is a very im-portant but diÆult problem. In the ase of therie taste quali�ation, it is usually put into ef-fet by means of a subjetive evaluation alledthe sensory test. In this test, a group of experts,usually omposed of 24 persons, evaluate the rieaording to a set of harateristis assoiated toit. These fators are: avor, appearane, taste,stikiness, and toughness [9℄.Beause of the large quantity of relevant variables,the problem of rie taste analysis beomes very



omplex, thus leading to solve it by means of mod-eling tehniques apable of obtaining a model rep-resenting the non-linear relationships existing init. Moreover, the problem-solving goal is not onlyto obtain an aurate model, but to obtain a user-interpretable model as well, apable of puttingsome light on the reasoning proess performed bythe expert for evaluating a kind of rie in a spe-i� way. Due to all these reasons, in this Setionwe deal with obtaining a linguisti model to solvethe said problem.In order to do so, we are going to use the data setpresented in [9℄. This set is omposed of 105 dataarrays olleting subjetive evaluations of the sixvariables in question (the �ve mentioned and theoverall evaluation of the kind of rie), made up byexperts on this number of kinds of rie grown inJapan (for example, Sasanishiki, Akita-Komahi,et.). The six variables are normalized, thus tak-ing values in the real interval [0,1℄.With the aim of not biasing the learning, we haverandomly obtained ten di�erent partitions of thementioned set, omposed by 75 piees of data inthe training set and 30 in the test one, to generateten linguisti models in eah experiment.Table 2 shows the results obtained modeling thisappliation. The values shown in olumns MSEtraand MSEtst have been omputed as an average ofthe MSE values obtained in the approximation ofthe training and test data sets, respetively, bythe ten linguisti models generated in eah ase.The olumn #R stands for the average numberof linguisti rules in the KBs of the ten modelsgenerated by eah proess.Table 2: Results obtained in the rie taste evalu-ation Method #R MSEtra MSEtstWM-method 23 0.003339 0.003758N-method 364.8 0.002512 0.003221COR-WM-method 23 0.003040 0.003484In view of the obtained results, we may againnote the good behavior presented by the proposedCOR-WM-method. Its linguisti model againpresents a more aurate behavior than the WM-method's one. Nevertheless, the performane ofour model is worse than the one obtained by N-

method. However, in exhange of losing a lit-tle bit of auray, our proess obtains a muhlesser number of rules than N-method, whih sig-ni�antly improves the interpretability.We should say that due to the small size of theexample set, a redued number of ombinations(8.4 on average for the ten partitions) is gener-ated in the �rst stage of the COR-WM-method.Therefore, the expliit enumeration has been usedin this ase instead of the SA proedure sine thebest solution an be quikly found.6 Conluding RemarksIn this paper, a new approah to generate au-rate and simple linguisti models has been pro-posed, the COR approah. It is based on on-sidering the ooperation among the fuzzy rulesin the generation proess making good use of theinterpolative reasoning developed by the �nallydesigned FRBS.Following this approah, a spei� method modi-fying the WM-method has also been presented.Its operation mode is omposed of two stages:generation of the andidate rule set and ombina-torial searh of the rule set with the best oopera-tion. Its behavior has been ompared to other twoLM methods when solving two di�erent problems.The proposed proess has obtained very good re-sults ombining auray and interpretability.This leads us to onlude that the onsiderationof ooperative rules improves the performane ofthe linguisti models and the derivation of KBsby �rstly generating a andidate rule set and thensearhing the best ombination of rules is a goodway to aomplish this aspet.Referenes[1℄ A. B�ardossy, L. Dukstein, Fuzzy rule-basedmodeling with appliation to geophysial,biologial and engineering systems (CRCPress, 1995).[2℄ S.L. Chiu, Fuzzy model identi�ation basedon luster estimation, Journal of Intelligentand Fuzzy Systems 2 (1994) 267{278.
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